
Definin$ the Nuts and
Bolts of Your Game

By Bltt SPIGNER

OWLING HAS A LANGUAGE ALL ITS

own. Beginning, intermediate, and sometimes

even advanced players are unfamiliar with terminol-

ogy I use in my instruction. Because there are so

many terms and words used to describe different

aspects of bowling, ranging from basic to obscure,

I've stitched together a glossary that should help yott

get a better grasp of the language associated with

balls, the lane, and playing the lanes'

BOWLING BALLS

ARSENAI: Having three or more balls to cover a vari-

ety of lane conditions.

BALAN(t H0[.fl An extra hole that is required to be

drilled into the ball when the ball is drilled offcenter.

It brings the ball back to legal balance specifications.
(G: The spot on the ball that is the staltic center of

balance when weighed on a bowling ball scale. This

is the heaviest spot on the ball and is referred to as

top weight. When this weight is of1tet from the cen-

ter of the grip, it will create a balance. There are four

basic balances that the CG is used to create: side,

thumb, Iinger, and negative side weight'
(ORft The inside of the ball. There are many diff'erent

types of core configurations. The core is commonly

referred to as the engine of the ball.
(OV[R $IO(K: The outside suface of the ball' All the

high-performance balls today are made of urethane'

Plastic balls can be house balls and are used by entry-

level bowlers. More skilled players use them as spare

balls.

HAftDI{E$S1 The minimum legal hardness of the cover

stock is 72, as measured by a durometer.

PAP: Positive axis point, the spot on the ball that is equal

in distance from the track all the way around the ball.

PARIlett BA[t$: Reactive resin urethane balls with

additives in
them to increase
their gripping power.

PIH: The colored dot on the ball that signifies where

the top of the core is in the ball. The combination of

pin placement and CG is used to help create your

desired ball reaction.

PIT(H: Angle at which holes are drilled into the ball'

RtAff[VE Ri$]]l: A type of urethane ball that has the

typical high petformance cover stock material used

today.

RS: The radius of gyration of balls. Simply stated'

RG is how fast the ball spins. A low RG ball has 
l

the weight concentrated in the center of the ball

and revolves faster than a ball with a high RG,

where the weight is near the outside of the ball.
gFAt{: The distance the finger holes are drilled i

liom the thumb hole.

$lJRtA([; How the cover stock is prepared. A

dull surface makes the ball roll early. The
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The,heads represent the first 20 feet of the lane,
from the loul line [below] past lhe arrows [top].

before it breaks. The surface has the biggest

impact on ball performance.

TRA{K FtAft[: Every full rotation ofthe ball
creates a track or ring of oil around the
ball. The placement of the core relative
to the PAP can create more or less track
flare. A high-flaring track might be as

wide as six inches.

THE LANE
APPRSA(F*: The approach in modern
bowling centers is 16 feet long. The
dots are located 12 and 15 feet
from the foul line, in line with the

lane arows. The middle dot in all
bowling centers is in line with the

center arrow.
i AHftSW$; There are seven arrows
i located about 15 feet past the

: foul line. They are the primary
: , targets used for spot bowling.
, , The arrows start on the fifth
', , board in fiom the gutter and

' are located on every fifth
board across the width of

r : : thelane.

I i ' SAffiEI{S: The last 20 feet of
: the lane to the headpin.

i , illE*$$: The first 20 feet of
' the lane.

[&f.l*: The modem lane is
62 feet, I 0%o inches
long and 42 inches

' wide, consisting of 39
boards.

' Mlftfi&ffiH: The middle
' 20 feet ofthe lane.

F!ilS€(K; The pin
: deck is the last two

, r . feet, 10 inches of
the lane, where the

, 
,, , pins stand.

. LANE

actually wear away some of the finish and a

track would develop in the surface that the
players used to help get the ball to the pocket.
Some of the old wood lanes today that are
not well kept may still have a ball track in
them.

EL*Nil; Oil applied across the entire lane, with
more oil in the middle than on the edge. Most
spofi bowling conditions have a slight blend
to the oil. The sport condition allows a 2:1

blend in the oil from the gutter to the middle
of the lane. Blends are a difficult playing con-
dition, with some fbrgiveness on well execut-
ed shots.

S[S{k Dry boards on the outside portion of the
lane and enough oil in the middle to cause a dis-

tinct oil line. This condition produces very high
scores. It disguises bad shots, but does not give
you good feedback on the quality of your shots.

FRi(KYARCI; An old term used to describe a

bowling center that is very difficult to score in.

Also ref'ered to as a GilAVIYARS or CItl]l6t0hl.

Dt$f;fiT: Very dry lane conditions.
fGUAt Slk Oit applied evenly across the entire
lane, from the fbul line to a point down the

lane. This is the most difficult playing condi-
tion; there is no margin for error on inaccu-
rate shots.

ri$fiVY Bl.ENSr Also a lane condition that
applies oil across the lane, but with a much
heavier concentration of oil in the middle. It's
a lbrgiving condition that lavors good shots.

l"AFl[ {Sl.lfl'Tl$!tlt!*G PATTERFI$: How the oil is
applied to the lane surface.

LAru[ SRgSSltrG: Lane dressing is primarily min-
eral oil, applied to the lane's surface to protect
it from friction created by bowling balls.

FU$Si.k Very heavy oil in the center of the lane.

RtVtRSg St0ff: Little or no oil in the center of
the lane and very heavy oil on the outside
portions of the lane. This condition can
develop on flat oil when players are forced to
play in the middle of the lane. No center pur-
posely oils the lanes this way unless it is try-
ing to trick up the lane conditions.
$PSRT mCIWLllNG: A lane condition established

by the ABC that pennits no more than a 2: I
blend of oil across the width of the lme. This
type of pattern is a much more dilficult to
score on than what is commonly used today.

THE DELIVERY
A&ft1$WINS: The ball swings the arm back after
the pushaway is completed.

CONDITIONS
$&tI TfiS(l{: A
path that is cre-

ated in the
lane oil from
play. In the
old days of
soft lane
finishes, the

&
ball would
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tlNlSH P0SlTl0N: Where the body ends up

when your shot is comPlete.

!00TW0RK: The type, length, and speed of
your steps.

GRIP: A (ONVINTI0NAL GRIP is used by

beginners. The fingers are inserted into

the ball to the second joint. A FINGIRTIP

GRIP is the recommended grip and is actu-

ally very easy to roll when fitted properly'

It's the most common grip used by skilled

players. Anyone wanting to improve
should use a relaxed fingertip grip. A
SI|{II-IINGERIIP GRIP finds the fingers insert-

ed about halfway between the first and

second joint. This isn't a recommended

grip because the iingers do not bend

between the first two joints.

PUSHAWAY: The first movement of the ball

away from the body.

RtlEASt: The ball coming off the hand.

STAN([: The position you assume on the

approach prior to the start of your delivery.

IlttllNG: The relationship of the armswing

to your steps.

PLAYING THE LANES

ADJUSTMTNIS: This is what we do until we

have a look that matches the lane condi-

tions, changing hand position, balls, lines,

loft, speeds, or any combination of things

in the process.

ARC The ball rolls in a continuous arc to the

pocket. When the ball makes ils move to the

pocket, it is controllable. A S0tT AR( happens

when the ball makes a very slight move to

the pocket. It's used when playing down and

in flom track shots to gutter shots.

AR[A: Your target area. This also refers to

the room you have to miss your target and

still get the ball to the target.

ARIA (HI(k When you miss your target by

a significant amount and the ball still hits

the pocket, usually done by accident' It
can be done purposefully in practice to

see if you are playing the parl of the lane

that gives you the most area.

BAtL RtAfil0t'l: How your ball is peform-

ing on the lane.

BELLYING: Swinging the ball out farther than

normal usually on a hooking/dry lane.

BIG WHttk To play an inside-out shot from

the middle of the lane out to the gutter

and back to the pocket. This also refers to

a bowler who hooks the whole lane.
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BRIAKP0INI: The point on the lane where the

ball makes its strongest move to the pocket'

iltRYD0WN: The transition of the oil past

the end of the oilirg pattem. Even balls that

flare cause carrydown. Each time the ball

flares, it rolls on a fiesh part ofthe ball, but

the trrcks cross each other at two points on

the ball. These two points are polluted with

Your stance should be relaxed every

time you step on the aPProach.

oil. which is carried past the end of the oil

pattem on the back ends. There is no oil

produced that avoids carrydown.

fAtLBAff SH0T: Tirgets the 5th anow, from

the 23 to 27 boards. This shot develops after

a lot of play and there is very little oil left on

the lane. It's called a tallback shot because

you don't want to swing the ball out to the

dry boards or it will hook too quickly. You

want to keep the ball in the oil in line with

the 3-pin for righthanders.

IRY: A state of total confusion and anger that

bowlers reach when they can't get a look

they like to match up---or from bad breaks.

GUITTR 5ll0T: A condition that calls fbr you

to play a direct line outside the first arow,

usually looking at the 1 , 2 or 3 boards.

H0(KEY SIICK: A ball that goes very long

and has a very sharp change of direction

at its breakpoint. Many bowlers think
they want this, but they really don't; it's

very difficult to conffol.
HOID SPOT (or AR[A): Playing the heavy oil

in the middle of the lane to keep the ball

from hooking high on the headpin. This

allows you to miss inside your target with

the ball still holding the Pocket.
lNSlDt Sll0I: Targets the 3rd arrow from the

13 to 17 boards. Most track shots will move

into this area of the lane as the oil dries up in

the ffack. A DttP INSIDE SH0T targets the 4th

anow, from the l8 to 22 boards.

L00lt Ref'ers to ball reaction' A good look

means your ball is performing the way

you want and you have the con{idence to

strike. A bad look means the ball isn't
doing what you want, and You have to

make adjustments.

ItlATCHlllG UP: The process of making

adjustments until you are playing the

lanes corectly and have the right look.

OUTSIDI SHOT: Targets the lst anow, from

the 4 to 7 boards. A blend or heavy blend

usually will allow you to play this part of
the lane on fresh oil.

SHAPI 0f SHOT: The way the ball breaks.

SLING lI UP IHt TEVIR: To play a straight,

htrrd shot up the 5 board.

SPOT B0Wl.lNG: Using a target to roll the

ball over rather than looking at the pins.

SWING AR[A: The opposite of hold. Allows

you to miss outside your target and still

have the ball hook back to the pocket'

IARGEI LINI: The target you want the ball

to roll over and the line (direction) you

want the ball to travel down the lane.

TRAff 5tl0T: Targets the 2nd arow, from

the 8 to 12 boards. Most bowling centers

oil the lanes so bowlers can play this paft

of the lane.

TRANSITI0I{: When a lane is freshly oiled, it
will play a certain way' As you bowl, the

oil moves. and the lane starls to play dif'-

f-erently. After a game or two' the lanes

may be totally different. This is the transi-

tion (changing) of the shot from your

original approach to another.

WIGGLE: What the ball does at the break-

point. The ball will look like it wants to start

its break back to the pocket, but because of

some canydown, the ball slides a little and

creates an unstable breakPoint. o
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